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Abstract
A bijection is introduced between ordered trees and bicoloured ordered trees, which maps leaves in an ordered tree to odd height
vertices in the related tree. Consequently, a bijection between two sets of bridges specified with four parameters is derived.
c© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An ordered tree can be defined inductively as an unlabelled rooted tree whose principal subtrees (the subtrees
obtained by removing the root) are ordered trees and have been assigned a linear order (from left to right) among
themselves. A bicoloured ordered tree is an ordered tree in which odd height vertices are assigned by one colour and
even height ones by the other, where height of a vertex is the distance from it to the root.
Many papers concerned the cardinality of the set of ordered trees on n vertices with k leaves [1–3,5,6] and that of the
set of bicoloured ordered trees with k odd height vertices and n− k even height ones [2,6], both being n−1k(n−k)
(
n−2
k−1
)2
.
In this paper, a combinatorial proof to their equality is given through a bijection between them, which turns leaves and
internal vertices in an ordered tree into odd and even height vertices respectively.
An n-bridge is defined [4] as a word of 2n letters consisting of n a’s and n b’s such that the i th b never appears
before the i th a for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A position in the n-bridge is called odd or even according to the parity of its location
among the 2n ones.
Different methods [1,4,6] appeared in the research of n-bridges concerning such parameters as: “number of a’s in
even position”, “number of aa’s” and “number of aab’s or bba’s”, which are proved to have similar distributions.
From the bijection given here and the well-known bijection between bridges and ordered trees, we get a bijection
between two sets of n-bridges specified with the following parameters resp.: “λ aa’s, ρ aab’s and σ bba’s” and “λ a’s
in even position, ρ aa’s in odd–even position and σ aa’s in even–odd position”, which seems to be new.
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Fig. 1. 6 left-lateral trees.
Fig. 2. Left-lateral decomposition on ordered tree T .
2. Bijections
In an ordered tree, the number of subtrees of a vertex is called the degree of that vertex. A vertex is called a leaf if
its degree is 0, otherwise an internal vertex. Although the root may have degree 0, it is never to be considered as a leaf.
To an internal vertex u with linearly ordered subtrees T1, . . . , Tm , whose roots are v1, . . . , vm respectively, we call u
the parent of vi (1 ≤ i ≤ m), vi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) the children of u, v1 (resp. vm) the leftmost (resp. rightmost) child,
and vi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) the leftmost internal child if vi is an internal vertex while v1, . . . , vi−1 are not. A leaf is called a
leftmost leaf if it is the leftmost child of its parent and an internal vertex is called a non-rightmost internal vertex if it
is not the rightmost child of its parent.
Define the height of an ordered tree to be the maximum of the heights of its vertices. Obviously a tree with height
0 is an empty tree consisting of a single vertex, denoted by ∅. A bicoloured ordered tree with height 1 or 2 is called a
small bicoloured tree.
In order to present a bijection between the set of ordered trees and the set of bicoloured ordered trees, first we
introduce two decompositions.
A nonempty ordered tree is called a left-lateral tree if each non-root internal vertex is the rightmost child of its
parent. For example, Fig. 1 illustrates all left-lateral trees on 6 vertices with 3 leaves. The left-lateral decomposition
of an ordered tree T , that decomposes T into a left-lateral subtree and some ordered subtrees, is described as follows.
Suppose v0 is the root of T . If not all v0’s children are leaves, then we select the leftmost internal child v1, for
v1 a similar search can be conducted and this procedure will not end until we arrive at an internal vertex vr−1
whose children all are leaves, i.e., vertices v0, . . . , vr−1 are on the path obtained starting at the root and successively
descending to the leftmost internal child until we reach a vertex whose children are leaves. From this unique path
P = v0v1 · · · vr−1 (defined as the left-lateral path of T ), we decompose T into a left-lateral subtree L(T ) of T and
smaller structures (T0, T1, . . . , Tr−2): L(T ) consists of the path P , vr−1’s children and those possible vertices on the
left-hand side of P which must be leaves; Ti is an ordered subtree (possibly empty) consisting of the vertex vi and
its descendants on the right-hand side of P . Fig. 2 is an illustration of the decomposition. Obviously, Ti is nonempty
if and only if vi+1 is a non-rightmost internal vertex in T . Next, the nonempty trees among T0, T1, . . . , Tr−2 will be
discussed recursively by the above decomposition and those empty ones will be ignored. It is easy to see that from an
ordered tree with s non-rightmost internal vertices, we may eventually get s+ 1 left-lateral subtrees after applying the
left-lateral decomposition at most s times.
Let T be a bicoloured ordered tree with root v0. To an even height internal vertex v, the subgraph of T induced
by {w|d(v0, w) = d(v0, v)+ d(v,w), d(v,w) ≤ 2} is called a small bicoloured subtree of T or v’s accessible small
bicoloured subtree, where d(v,w) is the distance between v and w, and v0’s accessible small bicoloured subtree is
denoted by S(T ). The 2-depth decomposition of T with height bigger than 2, that produces a small bicoloured tree
and some bicoloured ordered subtrees, is described as follows. Suppose the height 2 vertices are v1, v2, . . . , vr−1.
From T , we can obtain a small bicoloured subtree S(T ) of T and structures (T1, T2, . . . , Tr−1): S(T ) consists of those
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Fig. 3. 2-depth decomposition on bicoloured ordered tree T .
vertices with height not bigger than 2; Ti consists of the vertex vi and its descendants. Indeed, Ti is nonempty if and
only if vi is an internal vertex in T . An example of the 2-depth decomposition is shown in Fig. 3.
In this paper when considering the number of leftmost leaves in an ordered tree, we will exclude the possible one
of height 1, i.e. the one which is a child of the root, from the enumeration.
Theorem 2.1. There is a bijection between the set of left-lateral trees on n vertices including k leaves r of which are
leftmost and the set of small bicoloured trees with n − k even height vertices and k odd height ones r of which are
internal.
Proof. We first give the map φ to construct a small bicoloured tree from a left-lateral tree T .
(1) If the height of T is 1, then set φ(T ) = T . In this case, T consists of an internal vertex and n − 1 leaves, i.e.
k = n − 1, r = 0; and the correspondence φ(T ) consists of an even height vertex and n − 1 odd height vertices.
(2) If the height of T is bigger than 1, suppose that the left-lateral path is P = v0v1 · · · vn−k−1, those vertices which
have leaves as children are vi0 , vi1 , . . . , vir (0 = i0 < i1 < · · · < ir = n − k − 1), with the possible exception of
the root v0, whose linearly ordered children are w1, . . . , w j1−1; w j1 , w j1+1, . . . , w j2−1; . . . ; w jr , w jr+1, . . . , wk
(1 ≤ j1 < j2 < · · · < jr ≤ k) respectively. Let the vertices w1, w2, . . . , wk be the linearly ordered children of
the root v0 of φ(T ), and for each l (1 ≤ l ≤ r ), let vertices vil−1+1, vil−1+2, . . . , vil be the children of w jl .
Since T internal vertices are on the left-lateral path and each leaf is a child of some internal vertex, and under the
map φ, a leaf in T corresponds to a height 1 vertex and an internal vertex to an even height vertex, we eventually
get a small bicoloured tree with n − k even height vertices and k odd height vertices. Moreover, a leftmost leaf w jl
(1 ≤ l ≤ r ) corresponds to an odd height internal vertex, i.e., the number of odd height internal vertices in φ(T )
equals r . Conversely, we define the map ψ to produce a left-lateral tree from a small bicoloured tree T . Suppose the
root of T is v0.
(1) If the height of T is 1, then set ψ(T ) = T .
(2) If the height of T is 2, suppose the k height 1 vertices are w1, w2, . . . , wk , in which w j1 , w j2 , . . . , w jr
(1 ≤ j1 < j2 < · · · < jr ≤ k) are internal, and the n − k − 1 height 2 vertices are v1, v2, . . . , vn−k−1.
According to the odd height internal vertices, we can partition vertex set {w1, w2, . . . , wk} into blocks
{w1, . . . , w j1−1}, {w j1 , w j1+1, . . . , w j2−1}, . . . , {w jr , w jr+1, . . . , wk}, with the first block empty when j1 = 1,
and {v1, v2, . . . , vn−k−1} into blocks {v1, . . . , vi1}, {vi1+1, . . . , vi2}, . . . , {vir−1+1, vir−1+2, . . . , vn−k−1} (1 ≤
i1 < · · · < ir−1 ≤ n − k − 2) which are children of w j1 , w j2 , . . . , w jr respectively. Define the path
P = v0v1 · · · vn−k−1 to be the left-lateral path of ψ(T ). Secondly, let vertices w1, . . . , w j1−1 be the children
of v0 and w jl , w jl+1, . . . , w jl+1−1 (1 ≤ l ≤ r − 1) be the children of vil , which are on the left-hand side of P , and
w jr , w jr+1, . . . , wk be the children of vn−k−1.
It is straightforward to verify that the maps φ and ψ are inverses of one another. 
The bijection below between ordered trees and bicoloured ordered trees is to establish a one-to-one correspondence
between left-lateral subtrees of an ordered tree T and small bicoloured subtrees of a bicoloured ordered tree T ′, such
that a leaf in T corresponds to an odd height vertex in T ′ and an internal vertex in T to an even height vertex in T ′.
Theorem 2.2. There is a bijection between the set of ordered trees with k leaves r of which are leftmost and n − k
internal vertices s of which are non-rightmost, and the set of bicoloured ordered trees with k odd height vertices r of
which are internal and n − k even height ones s + 1 of which are internal.
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Proof. We derive such a bijection based on the maps φ and ψ , as given in Theorem 2.1. The procedure (̂ ) to
construct a bicoloured ordered tree from an ordered tree T can be described inductively as follows.
(1) If T is a left-lateral tree, set T̂ = φ(T ).
(2) Otherwise, by the left-lateral decomposition we have had the left-lateral subtree L(T ) and structures
(T0, T1, . . . , Tp−1). Suppose the vertices on the left-lateral path are v0, v1, . . . , vp, t of which are non-rightmost
internal vertices in T , e.g., vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vit (1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < it ≤ p). Note that Tl (0 ≤ l ≤ p − 1) is
nonempty if and only if vl+1 is a non-rightmost internal vertex in T . Therefore, the number of nonempty trees
among T0, T1, . . . , Tp−1 equals t .
(3) Use the map φ on the left-lateral subtree L(T ) to derive a small bicoloured tree φ(L(T )) being defined as S(T̂ ),
where height 2 vertices are v1, v2, . . . , vp.
(4) To internal vertex vil and the nonempty subtree Til−1, use (1)–(3) on Til−1 to get the left-lateral tree L(Til−1)
and subsequent φ(L(Til−1)). Secondly, merge S(T̂ ) and φ(L(Til−1)) by putting φ(L(Til−1)) underneath vil and
identifying vil and the root of φ(L(Til−1)), which leads to an even height internal vertex vil in T̂ . We shall call
this operation a vertical merge.
(5) Repeat (4) until all non-rightmost internal vertices in L(T ) are researched, then consider non-rightmost internal
vertices in L(Ti1), L(Ti2), . . . consequently.
Since a small bicoloured tree and an even height internal vertex are added according to a left-lateral subtree and
a non-rightmost internal vertex respectively, and the property of φ, when all non-rightmost internal vertices in T are
considered, we get the desired bicoloured ordered tree T̂ at last. To the reverse procedure (˜ ), suppose T is bicoloured
ordered tree with root v0.
(1) If T is a small bicoloured tree, set T˜ = ψ(T ).
(2) Otherwise, suppose the height 2 vertices in T are v1, v2, . . . , vp, t of which are internal, namely, vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vit
(1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < it ≤ p). By the 2-depth decomposition we have had v0’s accessible small bicoloured subtree
S(T ) and structures (T1, T2, . . . , Tp). Since Tl is nonempty if and only if in T vl is internal, Ti1 , Ti2 , . . . , Tit are
nonempty and the others are empty.
(3) Use the map ψ on S(T ) to derive a left-lateral tree ψ(S(T )) being defined as L(T˜ ), where the left-lateral path is
P = v0v1 · · · vp.
(4) To height 2 internal vertex vil and the nonempty tree Til , use (1)–(3) on Til to get the small bicoloured subtree
S(Til ) and subsequent ψ(S(Til )). Secondly, merge L(T˜ ) and ψ(S(Til )) by putting ψ(S(Til )) on the right-hand
side of vil−1 and identifying vil−1 and the root of ψ(S(Til )), which leads to a non-rightmost internal vertex vil in
T˜ . We shall call this operation a lateral merge.
(5) Repeat (4) until all height 2 internal vertices in T are researched, then consider internal vertices of height 4, 6,
. . . consequently.
An odd height vertex as well as an even height leaf is contained in a unique small bicoloured subtree, and under
ψ a small bicoloured subtree corresponds to a left-lateral subtree, where odd height vertices correspond to leaves
and even height vertices to internal vertices. At the first step, there are s + 1 even height internal vertices and s + 1
small bicoloured subtrees, each of which is turned into a left-lateral subtree. After each lateral merge, the number
of non-rightmost internal vertices increases by 1; this means that after s lateral merges we may eventually obtain an
ordered tree which is required. 
Example 2.3. Fig. 4 shows an ordered tree T on 17 vertices including 9 leaves and the corresponding bicoloured
ordered tree T̂ , in which {1, 2, . . . , 7} and {1′, 2′, . . . , 9′} are associated with vertices to manifest their relationships.
It is worth noting that the number of such bicoloured ordered trees as in Theorem 2.2 equals [2]:
1
n − k
(
k
r
)(
n − k
s + 1
)(
n − k − 2
r − 1
)(
k − 1
s
)
.
As is well known [2,6], from an ordered tree T with n + 1 vertices we can get an n-bridge by traversing T in
preorder, writing down the letter a (or b) whenever passing on the way down (or up). Moreover, internal vertices
(with odd or even height), even height vertices, leftmost leaves and non-rightmost internal vertices in T correspond
to words aa’s (in odd–even or even–odd position), a’s in even position, aab’s and bba’s respectively in the bridge,
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Fig. 4.
where the root is excluded. Consequently, we obtain in effect a bijection between the following two sets of bridges,
whose cardinality have been shown to be equal [4,6].
Corollary 2.4. There is a bijection between the set of n-bridges with λ aa’s, ρ aab’s and σ bba’s, and the set of
n-bridges with λ a’s in even position, ρ aa’s in odd–even position and σ aa’s in even–odd position.
For example, from the trees in Example 2.3, we get 16-bridges:
abaaaababbbabaabbabbaabaaababbbb;
abaaaabbaababbabbaabaaabbbbabbab.
The former has 7 aa’s, 4 aab’s and 3 bba’s, and the latter has 7 a’s in even position, 4 aa’s in odd–even position and
3 aa’s in even–odd position.
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